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This paper deals with a Dirichlet boundary value problem for a linear second
order ordinary differential operator, whose coefficients belong to certain L p-spaces.
Its solution is to be understood in the sense of Sobolev, so that the Fredholm
alternative holds. The main purpose of this paper is, in case of unique solvability,
to introduce a Green's function by means of which the solution can be given
explicitly by integrals. We give the precise definition of the Green's function via
Riesz' Representation Theorem and establish some of its basic properties. As a
preliminary tool the Cauchy initial value problem is considered. Q 1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of the paper is the linear Dirichlet boundary value prob-
 .lem P
L y s f y g 9 in 0, 1 , y 0 s 0, y 1 s 0, .  .  .
 .and the related homogeneous boundary value problem hP
L y s 0 in 0, 1 , y 0 s 0, y 1 s 0, .  .  .
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where L denotes a linear second order ordinary differential operator of
the form
d
L y x s y a x y9 x q a x y x .  .  .  .  .  .1 2dx
q b x y9 x q b x y x 1 .  .  .  .  .1 2
 . ` . 2 .drdx s 9 , with given coefficients a g L 0, 1 , a , b g L 0, 1 , and1 2 1
1 .  .b g L 0, 1 . We assume that there exists a constant g ) 0 with a x G g2 1
 . 1 .for a.e. x g 0, 1 . At the right-hand side the functions f g L 0, 1 and
2 .g g L 0, 1 are given. Throughout the whole paper a solution to the
 .  .boundary value problem P , and of course also in the special case hP ,
will be understood in the sense of Sobolev. So we will work in the Sobolev
1 .  .space H 0, 1 . It is well known and readily verified that then for P the0
 .Fredholm Alternative does hold cf. Theorem 5 below . This will be
 .supplemented by our statement that the solution set to hP is at most
one-dimensional. However, the main purpose of this paper is, under the
 .assumption that hP has only the trivial solution, to define a Green's
 .  .function G s G x, j , x, j g 0, 1 , by means of which the unique solution
1 .  .y g H 0, 1 to P can be represented by0
1 1
y x s G x , j f j dj q G x , j dj , a.e. x g 0, 1 , .  .  .  .  .H H j
0 0
and its first derivative
g x .1 1
y9 x s G x , j f j dj q G x , j g j dj q , .  .  .  .  .H Hx j x a x .0 0 1
a.e. x g 0, 1 . .
We prove the existence, uniqueness, and some basic properties of the
Green's function.
There is any amount of papers, textbooks, and monographs dealing with
Green's functions for ordinary differential equations; only a few of them
w xare quoted in the references. In E. Kamke 10, Sect. 26 the reader can
wfind the classical Green's function. In N. Dunford and J. T. Schwartz 6,
xChap. XIII the Green's function is studied for a differential equation with
C`-coefficients and a solution to the boundary value problem is almost a
classical one. In the framework of a L2-theory for a differential equation
with coefficients belonging to certain Sobolev spaces the Green's function
w xis considered in J. Locker 11, Chap. III . In both monographs general
boundary value problems are treated as a part of functional analysis; in
particular, the Green's function is defined by means of Riesz' Representa-
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tion Theorem. An interesting book for us is V. E. Lyantse and O. G.
w xStorozh 13 . There, in Section 5 of Part II for the special case
yy0 x q p x y x s f 9 x , x g 0, 1 , y a s 0, y b s 0, .  .  .  .  .  .  .
` .  .  . 2 .with p g L a, b , p x G p ) 0 for a.e. x g a, b , and f g L a, b , the0
Green's function is introduced and some of its basic properties are
derived. Thereby, like in this paper, a solution to the considered boundary
value problem is in the sense of Sobolev.
Our interest in the Green's function stems from dealing with optimal
control problems for nonlinear second order ordinary differential equa-
w xtions, cf. 8, 9 . There we were faced with boundary value problems of the
 .form P under assumptions concerning the coefficients and the right-hand
X  .  .side described above. We needed a sharp estimation for y x , x g 0, 1 ,«
X 1 .  .where y g H 0, 1 is the unique solution to P , but with coefficients and« 0
a right-hand side depending on a parameter « ) 0. We have succeeded by
X  .using for y x the above given formula with a Green's function depending«
also on the parameter « .
We want to emphasize that throughout the whole paper we work in the
 .framework of second order differential equations in the sense of Sobolev
without rewriting it into an equivalent system of two first order differential
equations. Among others this has the great advantage that we get at once
a Green's function and not a Green's matrix.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we start with some
notations and preliminaries, among which a version of du Bois-Reymond's
fundamental lemma of Calculus of Variations is most important for our
paper. An elementary approach to Sobolev spaces of functions of one
variable is given also in this section. Subsection 3.1 deals with the differen-
tial equation L y s f y g 9 and Subsection 3.2 with the Cauchy problem for
it. In Subsection 3.3 we consider the homogeneous equation L y s 0.
Subsection 4.1 contains some facts on the Fredholm Alternative for the
 .boundary value problem P . The last Subsection 4.2 is the main part of the
paper. Here we present the definition of the Green's function to the
differential operator L subject to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions and establish some of its basic properties. Though the theory of
Green's functions is a very old topic, our results seem to be new.
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the whole paper c denotes a generic positive constant. The
norm in the n-dimensional Euclidean space R n, n G 1, will be denoted by
< < w x? . Let a , b g R, a - b , be fixed. C a , b is the space of all continuous
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w xfunctions over a , b . The scalar product and the norm in the Lebesgue
2 .  . 5 5space L a , b will be denoted by ?, ? and ? , respectively. For 1 F p -
5 5 p .`, p / 2, the symbol ? will be used for the norm in L a , b . Thep
1, p . 1, p .Sobolev spaces W a , b and W a , b , 1 F p - `, are defined by0
W 1, p a , b s y g L p a , b : 'z g L p a , b , 'c g R .  .  .
x
such that y x s z t dt q c a.e. x g a , b 2 .  .  .  .H 5
a
and
W 1, p a , b s y g L p a , b : 'z g L p a , b such that .  .  .0 
x b
y x s z t dt a.e. x g a , b and z t dt s 0 , .  .  .  .H H 5
a a
3 .
 . p .respectively. By the defining relation 2 an element y g L a , b belongs
1, p .  .to W a , b if and only if it is equivalent to the function y x sÄ
x  . w xH z t dt q c, x g a , b , which is absolutely continuous over the closeda
w x p .interval a , b . Both z g L a , b and c g R, and hence also y, areÄ
uniquely determined by y. We identify y with the corresponding y, so thatÄ
w xwe may say y itself is absolutely continuous on a , b . In this sense we
1, p . w x w xhave the inclusion W a , b ; C a , b , and for each x g a , b it
 . 1, p .makes sense to speak about the value y x . So we say, y g W a , b
 . w xsatisfies the point condition y x s c, where x g a , b and c g R are0 0
 . 1, p .given, if and only if y x s c. Having this in mind, W a , b can beÄ 0 0
redefined by
W 1, p a , b s y g W 1, p a , b : y a s y b s 0 . 4 .  .  .  .0
1, p .Clearly, it holds y9 s z for any y g W a , b .
1 .Let the case p s 2 be considered. As usual we write H a , b and
1 . 1, 2 . 1, 2 .H a , b instead of W a , b and W a , b , respectively. Introducing0 0
1 .in H a , b an inner product by
y , z 1 s y , z q y9, z9 , y , z g H 1 a , b , .  .  .  . .H a , b
1 .H a , b becomes a separable Hilbert space; the related norm will be
5 5 1 1 . 1 .denoted by y . H a , b is a closed subspace of H a , b . TheH a , b . 0
existence of a positive constant c with
< < 5 5 1 1w xy x F c y ; x g a , b , ; y g H a , b 4 .  .  .H a , b .
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1 .is easily verified. That means H a , b is continuously embedded into
w x 1 .C a , b . One can show this embedding is even compact. In H a , b we0
introduce another inner product by
y , z s y9, z9 , y , z g H 1 a , b , .  .  .0 0
which is equivalent to the former one; the assigned norm is denoted by
5 5  .? . Directly from the definition 3 it follows that0
1r2 1< < 5 5 w xy x F b y a y9 ; x g a , b , ; y g H a , b , 5 .  .  .  .0
and, consequently, we have the Friedrichs inequality
5 5 5 5 1y F b y a y ; y g H a , b . 6 .  .  .0 0
y1 . 1 .  1 ..H a , b denotes the dual space to H a , b . L H a , b and0 0
 1 . y1 ..L H a , b , H a , b are the usual spaces of bounded linear operators.0
The symbol x denotes the characteristic function of the subset M ; R.M
The following Theorem 1 is very important in our considerations on
boundary value problems for second order ordinary differential equations.
Both its formulation and its proof can be traced back to the work of P. du
w xBois-Reymond 2, 3 on foundations of variational calculus. Numerous
variants of it can be found also in the up-to-date literature on this subject.
wWe mention only V. M. Alekseev, V. M. Tihomirov, and S. V. Fomin 1,
x  w x. w xSect. 4.1.3 cf. V. M. Tichomirov 18 , L. Cesari 5, Sect. 2.4 , J. L.
w x w xTroutman 20, Chap. 4 , and P. D. Loewen 12, Sect. 1.A .
 . 2 .THEOREM 1 du Bois-Reymond . For any fixed a g L a , b , b g
1 . w xL a , b , and j g a , b , it holds
b 1a x z9 x q b x z x dx s 0 ;z g H a , b 7 .  .  .  .  .  .H 0
a
if and only if
x
'c g R such that a x s b t dt q c, a.e. x g a , b . 8 .  .  .  .H
j
 .Let us note that in 8 the constant c is given by
x1 b
c s a x y b t dt dj 9 .  .  .H H /b y a a j
 .and that 8 is equivalent to the statement
a g W 1, 1 a , b with a9 x s b x a.e. x g a , b . 10 .  .  .  .  .
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3. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
3.1. The Nonhomogeneous Differential Equation
 .We start our treatment of the boundary value problem P by consider-
ing the nonhomogeneous differential equation
L y s f y g 9 in a , b . 11 .  .
 .Here a , b , 0 F a - b F 1, is an arbitrarily fixed interval. The linear
 .differential operator L we defined in 1 at the beginning of the introduc-
tory section, where we also gave the assumptions concerning its coeffi-
 .cients a , . . . , b and the functions f and g on the right-hand side of 11 .1 2
Throughout the whole paper we assume that a , . . . , g have at least these1
properties.
 .To define what we mean by a solution of 11 , we introduce two maps
 . 1 . 1 .  : 1 .P ?, ? : H 0, 1 = H 0, 1 ª R, w, ? : H 0, 1 ª R byaba b
b
P y , z s a x y9 x q a x y x z9 x .  .  .  .  .  .Hab 1 2
a
q b x y9 x q b x y x z x dx , 124 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2
b :w , z s f x z x q g x z9 x dx , 13 .  .  .  .  .ab H
a
1 . w xwhich, because of H 0, 1 ; C 0, 1 makes sense. In case of a s 0 and
 .  :  .  :b s 1, instead of P ?, ? and w, ? we just write P ?, ? and w, ? ,0101
respectively.
1 .  .DEFINITION 1. A function y g H 0, 1 is said to be a generalized
 .solution to the differential equation L y s f y g 9 in the interval a , b , if
 : 1P y , z s w , z ;z g H a , b . .  .aba b 0
 .Our first theorem concerning a solution to 11 is an immediate conse-
quence of the du Bois-Reymond Theorem 1. Corollary 1 follows from the
remarks after Theorem 1 and justifies, at least partially, our Definition 1.
Theorem 2 together with Corollary 1 shows that we use in principle a
 .definition for the solution to 11 , which is very close to those introduced
w xby C. Caratheodory 4, Kap. XI for first order differential equations andÂ
w xthose used, for example, by W. T. Reid 16 in the case of a selfadjoint
second order differential equation. Corollary 2 is a simple regularity result
 .for solutions to 11 . It should be possible to prove further regularity
w xstatements along the lines of V. P. Mikhailov 14, Chap. IV, Sect. 2 .
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w x 1 .THEOREM 2. Let j g a , b be fixed. Then a function y g H 0, 1 is a
 .solution to 11 if and only if there exists a c g R such that
a x y9 x q a x y x y g x .  .  .  .  .1 2
x
s b t y9 t q b t y t y f t dt q c a.e. x g a , b . .  .  .  .  .  .H 1 2
j
1 .  .COROLLARY 1. A function y g H 0, 1 is a solution to 11 if and only if
 . 1, 1 .i a y9 q a y y g g W a , b ,1 2
 .  .ii the differential equation 11 is pointwise satisfied for almost e¨ery
 .x g a , b .
` . 1 .  .COROLLARY 2. If a , g g L a , b and y g H 0, 1 sol¨ es 11 , then it2
` .holds that y9 g L a , b with
y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 < <y9 F g a q b q b y9 q f q g q c .` ` 1 1 `2 1 2
  ..all norms are taken o¨er the inter¨ al a , b , where g is the positi¨ e constant
 .introduced in the Introduction after formula 1 and c g R is the same as in
Theorem 2.
 .To prove the estimate in Corollary 2, we have to use 5 . Because of
b
b y a c s a x y9 x q a x y x y g x .  .  .  .  .  .H 1 2
a
x
y b t y9 t q b t y t y f t dt dx .  .  .  .  . .H 1 2
j
  .. < <cf. 9 , the constant c can be estimated above by
< < 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5b y a c F a q a q b q b y9 q f q g , 14 .  . .` ` 1 1 `1 2 1 2
 .where again all norms are taken over the interval a , b .
3.2. The Cauchy Problem
Now we shall be concerned with the Cauchy initial value problem
L y s f y g 9 in 0, 1 , 15a .  .
y x s c , a y9 q a y y g x s c , 15b .  .  .  .0 1 1 2 0 2
w xwhere x g 0, 1 and c , c g R are any given numbers. The following0 1 2
definition of a solution to this problem makes sense. Notice that it would
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 .be senseless to replace the second initial condition in 15b by, e.g.,
 .y9 x s c .0 2
1 .  .DEFINITION 2. A function y g H 0, 1 is said to be a generalized
 .solution to the above Cauchy problem, if it solves Eq. 15a in the sense of
 .Definition 1 and if the initial conditions 15b are satisfied.
 .Using the given functions a , . . . , g, we define for a.e. x, t g 0, 1 the1
functions
x
K x , t s h x a x y b x y b t dt , .  .  .  .  .H2 2 1 2 /t
x
h x s h x g x y f t dt , .  .  .  .H0 2  /x0 16 .
x
h x s h x ya x q b t dt , .  .  .  .H1 2 2 2 /x0
h x s 1ra x , .  .2 1
 .and consider, with the same constants c , c as in 15b , the Volterra1 2
integral equation of second type
x
z x q K x , t z t dt s h x q c h x q c h x , x g 0, 1 . .  .  .  .  .  .  .H 0 1 1 2 2
x0
17 .
2 .  .. 2 .In virtue of K g L 0, 1 = 0, 1 and h , h , h g L 0, 1 , this integral0 1 2
2 . wequation has to be considered over L 0, 1 . According to F. Smithies 17,
x  w x.  .Sect. 2.7. see also S. Fenyo and H. W. Stolle 7, Abschnitt 13.1.1 , 17 isÈ
2 .always uniquely solvable in L 0, 1 for x s 0. However, since it is not0
 xdifficult to show that this remains valid also in case x g 0, 1 , we have0
1 . 2 .that for arbitrarily given f g L 0, 1 , g g L 0, 1 , c , c g R, and x g1 2 0
w x  . 2 .0, 1 , the Volterra integral equation 17 is uniquely solvable in L 0, 1 . It
1 .  .  .is rather easily shown that if y g H 0, 1 is a solution to 15a , 15b , then
2 .  . 2 .z s y9 g L 0, 1 is a solution to 17 and if z g L 0, 1 is a solution to
 . 1 .  . x  . w x17 , then y g H 0, 1 defined by y x s H z t dt q c , x g 0, 1 , is ax 10
 .  .solution to 15a , 15b . So we obtain the following existence and unique-
ness theorem for the Cauchy problem.
1 . 2 .THEOREM 3. For arbitrarily gi¨ en f g L 0, 1 , g g L 0, 1 , c , c g R,1 2
w x  .  .and x g 0, 1 , the Cauchy problem 15a , 15b is uniquely sol¨ able in0
1 .H 0, 1 . In particular, the homogeneous Cauchy problem has only the tri¨ ial
solution y s 0.
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3.3. The Homogeneous Differential Equation
Consider now the homogeneous differential equation
L y s 0 in 0, 1 18 .  .
under the same assumptions as before, so that Definition 1 with a s 0
. 1 .and b s 1 applies. Obviously the set S of all solutions y g H 0, 1 to1
 .18 is linear. Our next aim is to show dim S F 2. First, for any y , y g1 1 2
1 .H 0, 1 we define the Wronskian determinant by setting
W x s W y , y x s y x yX x y y x yX x , a.e. x g 0, 1 , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1
which in our considerations will play the same role as in the classical
2 .theory. Evidently it holds that W g L 0, 1 , and the identity
1
a x y b x z x y a x z9 x W x dx .  .  .  .  .  . .H 2 1 1
0
s P y , y z y P y , y z ; y , y , z g H 1 0, 1 19 .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 1 2
is easily verified. Surprisingly, we have the following Lemma 1.
 . 1 .LEMMA 1 Liouville . For two arbitrary solutions y , y g H 0, 1 to the1 2
 .homogeneous differential equation 18 , it holds that:
 . 1 .i a W g H 0, 1 ,1
 . w xii for all j g 0, 1 there exists an c g R such that
x b t y a t .  .1 2
a x W x s c exp dt , a.e. x g 0, 1 . .  .  .H1  5a t .j 1
w xProof. Let j g 0, 1 be fixed. Setting
x a t y b t .  .2 1
z x s c x exp dt , a.e. x g 0, 1 , .  .  .H 5a t .j 1
1 . 1 .with an arbitrary c g H 0, 1 , we have z g H 0, 1 and0
a x y b x z x y a x z9 x .  .  .  .  . .2 1 1
x a t y b t .  .2 1s ya x c 9 x exp dt , a.e. x g 0, 1 , .  .  .H1  5a t .j 1
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 .so that, using identity 19 and the assumptions concerning y , y g1 2
1 .H 0, 1 , we get
x a t y b t .  .1 2 1 1a x W x exp dt c 9 x dx s 0 ;c g H 0, 1 . .  .  .  .H H1 0 5a t .0 j 1
Theorem 1 yields the assertion.
 .COROLLARY 3. For the Wronskian determinant W s W x of two solu-
 .  .  .  .tions to 18 , it holds that either W x s 0 or W x / 0 for a.e. x g 0, 1 ,
1  .  .where the former is equi¨ alent to H a x W x dx s 0 and the latter to0 1
1  .  .H a x W x dx / 0.0 1
1 . 1  .  .LEMMA 2. Any two functions y , y g H 0, 1 with H a x W x dx / 01 2 0 1
1 .  .are linearly independent. Any two solutions y , y g H 0, 1 to 18 are1 2
1  .  .linearly independent if and only if H a x W x dx / 0.0 1
The proof is evident and therefore omitted.
1 .THEOREM 4. The solution set S ; H 0, 1 to the homogeneous differen-1
 .tial equation 18 has dimension two.
 .Proof. Let x g 0, 1 be fixed. Because of Theorem 3 there are unique0
1 .  .solutions y , y g H 0, 1 to L y s 0 in 0, 1 satisfying the initial condi-1 2
tions
y x s 1, a y9 q a y x s 0, .  .  .0 1 2 0
and
y x s 0, a y9 q a y x s 1, .  .  .0 1 2 0
1 .respectively. In view of the definition of H 0, 1 and of Theorem 2, for
these solutions we have the formulas
x
Xy x s y t dt q 1, .  .H1 1
x0
x
X Xa x y x q a x y x s b t y t q b t y t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .H1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
x0
and
x
Xy x s y t dt , .  .H2 2
x0
x
X Xa x y x q a x y x s b t y t q b t y t dt q 1, .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .H1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2
x0
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 .valid for a.e. x g 0, 1 . We may verify that
a x W x s a x yX x q a x y x y x .  .  .  .  .  .  . .1 1 2 2 2 1
y a x yX x q a x y x y x .  .  .  .  . .1 1 2 1 2
x
s b t y a t W t dt q 1, a.e. x g 0, 1 , .  .  .  . .H 1 2
x0
 .  .  .from which follows W x / 0 for a.e. x g 0, 1 cf. Corollary 3 . Because
of Lemma 2, the two functions y and y are linearly independent. It is1 2
readily shown that y and y form a basis in S .1 2 1
4. DIRICHLET BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
4.1. The Fredholm Alternati¨ e
 .Now we are ready to consider our Dirichlet boundary value problem P
described at the beginning of the Introduction. In accordance with the
above considerations our discussion will be based on the following defini-
tion.
1 .  .DEFINITION 3. A function y g H 0, 1 is said to be a generalized0
 .solution to the Dirichlet boundary value problem P if
 : 1P y , z s w , z ;z g H 0, 1 , .  .0
 . 1 . 1 .  : 1 .where P ?, ? : H 0, 1 = H 0, 1 ª R and w, ? : H 0, 1 ª R are de-
 .  .  .fined in 12 and 13 with a s 0 and b s 1 , respectively.
 1 ..We know there exist a unique operator A g L H 0, 1 and a unique0
1 .element h g H 0, 1 such that0
P y , z s Ay , z ; y , z g H 1 0, 1 , .  .  .0 0
 : 1w , z s h , z ;z g H 0, 1 . 20 .  .  .0 0
1 .  .Thus, y g H 0, 1 is a solution to P if and only if it solves the operator0
 .equation Ay s h. The homogeneous boundary value problem hP corre-
sponds to the homogeneous operator equation Ay s 0. The set of all
 .  .solutions to hP that means the kernel of A will be denoted by S .0
Below we show dim S F 1, a result which we have announced already in0
w x  .8 . Theorem 5 describes completely the solvability of P .
 .THEOREM 5. For the Dirichlet boundary ¨alue problem P the Fredholm
 .Alternati¨ e holds. Furthermore, the solution set S of hP is at most0
one-dimensional.
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 .  1 ..Proof. 1 Let A g L H 0, 1 be defined by1 0
1 1a x y9 x z9 x dx s A y , z ; y , z g H 0, 1 .  .  .  .  .H 1 1 00
0
 1 ..and A g L H 0, 1 by2 0
1
a x y x z9 x q b x y9 x qb x y x z x dxs A y , z 4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H 2 1 2 2 0
0
; y , z g H 1 0, 1 . .0
Then A s A q A , A is continuously invertible and A is compact.1 2 1 2
Hence, to A the Riesz-Schauder Theory can be applied, which results in
 wour first statement. The reader is referred to K. Yosida 21, Chap. X,
x w x w x .Sect. 5 , H. Triebel 19, Sect. 2.4 , or S. Mizohata 15, Chap. 3, Sect. 10 .
 .2 Due to the Riesz-Schauder Theory, it holds dim S - `. We0
1 .want to show dim S F 1. Let y , y g H 0, 1 be two arbitrary nontrivial0 1 2 0
 .  .solutions to hP , that is, y , y g S . For their Wronskian W s W y , y1 2 0 1 2
we claim
W x s 0, a.e. x g 0, 1 . 21 .  .  .
Clearly the function
x x a t y b t .  .2 1 w xz x s W t exp dt dt , x g 0, 1 , .  .H H 5a t .0 t 1
1 .belongs to H 0, 1 and it holds that
a x y b x .  .2 1
z9 x s W x q z x , a.e. x g 0, 1 . .  .  .  .
a x .1
1 .  .So we have y z, y z g H 0, 1 , and identity 19 yields1 2 0
1 2a x W x dx s 0, .  .H 1
0
 .from which follows 21 . Using Lemma 2 we conclude dim S F 1.0
The next theorem is a consequence of Theorem 5.
1 . 2 .THEOREM 6. For any f g L 0, 1 and g g L 0, 1 , the nonhomogeneous
 . 1 .boundary ¨alue problem P has exactly one solution y g H 0, 1 if and only0
 .if the related homogeneous boundary ¨alue problem hP has the tri¨ ial
solution only.
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 .In the last but most important section of this paper we consider the
case characterized by this theorem in more detail. An analogue to the
 .Green's formula for the solution to P will be derived.
4.2. The Green's Function
Throughout the rest of the paper we assume
 4S s 0 . 22 .0
1 . 2 .Hence, in virtue of Theorem 6, for any f g L 0, 1 and g g L 0, 1 the
 . 1 .boundary value problem P has a unique solution y g H 0, 1 . The main0
purpose of this section is to derive for it an explicit integral representation
in terms of a Green's function and to establish some basic properties of
this Green's function. In the next theorem the occurring operator A g
 1 ..  .L H 0, 1 is defined in 20 .0
 4 w xTHEOREM 7. Let S s 0 . Then for any x g 0, 1 there exists a unique0
 . 1 . 5  .5 5 y1 5function G x, ? g H 0, 1 with G x, ? F A , such that00
z , G x , ? s Ay1 z x ;z g H 1 0, 1 . 23 .  .  .  .  . . 0 0
 .  .  .In particular, it holds that G 0, j s 0 and G 1, j s 0 for a.e. j g 0, 1 .
Proof. Because of the results in the foregoing section and the assump-
 .  1 ..  .tion 22 , the operator A g L H 0, 1 defined in 20 is continuously0
y1  1 .. w xinvertible, i.e., A g L H 0, 1 . Let x g 0, 1 be arbitrary, but fixed.0
Consider the map
F : H 1 0, 1 ª R, .x 0
which is defined by
 : y1 1F , z s A z x , z g H 0, 1 . .  .  .x 0
 .Obviously, F is linear, and in virtue of 5 , it holds thatx
y1 y1 1 : 5 5 5 5 5 5F , z F A z F A z ;z g H 0, 1 . .0 0x 0
y1 . 5 5 5 y1 5So we have F g H 0, 1 with F F A . The Riesz Representationx x
 . 1 .Theorem applied to F gives a unique element G x, ? g H 0, 1 havingx 0
the properties
 : 1 5 5 5 5F , z s z , G x , ? ;z g H 0, 1 and F s G x , ? , .  .  . . 00x 0 x
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 . 5  .5 5 y1 5 y1which proves 23 and the estimate G x, ? F A . Since A z g0
1 . 1 .  .H 0, 1 for each z g H 0, 1 , this implies also the statements for G x, ?0 0
in case of x s 0 and x s 1.
 . w xDEFINITION 4. The function G s G x, j , x, j g 0, 1 , defined in The-
 .orem 7 is called the generalized Green's function to the differential
operator L subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The name will be justified by the subsequent considerations. In the
following the phrase ``subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions'' will be
omitted.
 4THEOREM 8. Let S s 0 and G be the Green's function to the differen-0
1 . 2 .tial operator L. Then for any f g L 0, 1 and g g L 0, 1 the unique
1 .  .solution y g H 0, 1 to the boundary ¨alue problem P is gi¨ en by the0
formula
1 1
y x s G x , j f j dj q G x , j g j dj , a.e. x g 0, 1 . .  .  .  .  .  .H H j
0 0
 . y1Proof. The unique solution to P is given by y s A h, where A g
 1 .. 1 .  .L H 0, 1 and h g H 0, 1 are defined in 20 . Therefore, due to Theo-0 0
rem 7 we have
y1  :y x s A h x s h , G x , ? s w , G x , ? , a.e. x g 0, 1 . .  .  .  .  .  . . 0
  .The definition of w yields the wanted formula cf. 13 with a s 0 and
.b s 1 .
To establish some basic properties of the Green's function, we introduce
 .now the formal adjoint differential operator L* to L by
d
L*y x s y a x y9 x q b x y x .  .  .  .  .  .1 1dx
q a x y9 x q b x y x . .  .  .  .2 2
U  . 1 .For 0 F a - b F 1 the corresponding bilinear form P ?, ? : H 0, 1 =ab
1 .H 0, 1 ª R is given by
bUP y , z s a x y9 x q b x y x z9 x .  .  .  .  .  .Hab 1 1
a
q a x y9 x q b x y x z x dx ,4 .  .  .  .  .2 2
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which means that
PU y , z s P z , y ; y , z g H 1 0, 1 .  .  .ab a b 0
  .. 1 . cf. 12 . In analogy to our Definition 1 we say y g H 0, 1 is a gener-0
.alized solution to the homogeneous adjoint equation
L*y s 0 in a , b .
if
P z , y s 0 ;z g H 1 a , b . .  .ab 0
We prove the following important theorem.
 .  .THEOREM 9. For each x g 0, 1 the Green's function G x, ? to L sol¨ es
 .the homogeneous differential equation L*y s 0 both in the inter¨ al 0, x and
 .in x, 1 .
 .  . 1 .Proof. Let x g 0, 1 be fixed. By definition G x , ? g H 0, 1 , and0 0 0
 .20 yields
P z , G x , ? s Az , G x , ? ;z g H 1 0, 1 , .  .  . .  .0 0 00
 .from which, in virtue of 23 , we obtain
P z , G x , ? s z x ;z g H 1 0, 1 . 24 .  .  .  . .0 0 0
1 .Taking an arbitrary z g H 0, x and setting0 0
z x if x g 0, x .  0z x s .Ä  0 if x g x , 1 , .0
1 .  .  .we get z g H 0, 1 with z x s 0, so that 24 impliesÄ Ä0 0
P z , G x , ? s P z , G x , ? s 0 ;z g H 1 0, x . .  .  . .  .Ä0 x 0 0 0 00
 .  .This means that G x , ? solves L*y s 0 in 0, x . Since the other0 0
statement follows in the same way, the theorem is proved.
 .Let us briefly consider Eq. 24 . With the characteristic function x w x , 1x0w xof the interval x , 1 we have0
1 1 1z x s y z9 x dx s y x z9 x dx ;z g H 0, 1 , .  .  .  .H H0 w x , 1x 00
x 00
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 .  .and relation 24 shows that for each x g 0, 1 the Green's function is0
the unique solution to the boundary value problem
L*y s x X in 0, 1 , y 0 s 0, y 1 s 0. 25 .  .  .  .w x , 1x0
1 .Introducing h g H 0, 1 by0 0
w x1 y x x if x g 0, x .0 0h x s .0  w xx 1 y x if x g x , 1 , .0 0
 .we see, furthermore, that G x , ? solves uniquely the operator equation0
Ä ÄA*y s h or equivalently, the operator equation A*y s d . Here A g0 x 0
 1 . y1 ..L H 0, 1 , H 0, 1 is defined by0
Ä 1 :P y , z s Ay , z ; y , z g H 0, 1 , .  .0
y1 .and d g H 0, 1 denotes the Dirac functional given byx 0
 : 1d , z s h , z s z x ;z g H 0, 1 . .  .  .x 0 0 000
 . The boundary value problem 25 or one of the two operator equations
.above mentioned could have been taken also to define the Green's
function.
Now taking advantage of Theorem 2 and Theorem 9, in the next
 .  .Corollary 4 we get identities which involve G x, ? and G x, ? . Thesej
relations will afterwards allow us to prove a jump condition at j s x.
 .COROLLARY 4. For any fixed x g 0, 1 it holds that
a j G x , j q b j G x , j .  .  .  .1 j 1
j¡
a t G x , t q b t G x , t dt q c a.e. j g 0, x .  .  .  .  .H 2 j 2 1
0~s
1
y a t G x , t q b t G x , t dt q c a.e. j g x , 1 , .  .  .  .  .H 2 j 2 2¢
j
26 .
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 .with the constants depending on x
x1
c s a j G x , j q b j G x , j .  .  .  .H1 1 j 1x 0
j
y a t G x , t q b t G x , t dt dj , .  .  .  .H 2 j 2 5
0
1 1
c s a j G x , j q b j G x , j .  .  .  .H2 1 j 11 y x x
1
q a t G x , t q b t G x , t dt dj . .  .  .  .H 2 j 2 5
j
 .THEOREM 10. Let x g 0, 1 be fixed, and let the functions u, u , and uy q
be defined by
u j s a j G x , j q b j G x , j , a.e. j g 0, 1 , .  .  .  .  .  .1 j 1
u j s u j , a.e. j g 0, x , and u j s u j , .  .  .  .  .y q
a.e. j g x , 1 , .
1, 1 . 1, 1 .respecti¨ ely. Then it holds that u g W 0, x , u g W x, 1 , andy q
u x y u x s 1. 27 .  .  .y q
Proof. Besides u we define
¨ j s a j G x , j q b j G x , j , a.e. j g 0, 1 . .  .  .  .  .  .2 j 2
 .Then relation 26 in Corollary 4 reads as
j
u j s ¨ t dt q c , a.e. j g 0, x , .  .  .Hy 1
0
1
u j s y ¨ t dt q c , a.e. j g x , 1 . .  .  .Hq 2
j
2 . 1 . 1, 1 .Since u g L 0, 1 and ¨ g L 0, 1 , we have u g W 0, x and u gy q
1, 1 .  .W x, 1 . From 24 it follows that
P z , G x , ? q P z , G x , ? s z x ;z g H 1 0, 1 . .  .  .  . .  .0 x x1 0
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  .For P z, G x, ? we find0 x
x
P z , G x , ? s u j z9 j q ¨ j z j dj .  .  .  .  .  .H0 x
0
x
Xs u j z9 j q u j z j dj .  .  .  . .H y y
0
s u x z x ;z g H 1 0, 1 .  .  .y 0
and analogously,
P z , G x , ? s yu x z x ;z g H 1 0, 1 . .  .  .  .x1 q 0
Consequently,
u x y u x z x s z x ;z g H 1 0, 1 , .  .  .  .  . .y q 0
 .from which assertion 27 follows.
w x  .If, for a moment, we assume a , b g C 0, 1 , then for any fixed x g 0, 1 ,1 1
 .Eq. 27 results in
1
G x , x y 0 y G x , x q 0 s , .  .j j a x .1
 .which means G x, ? itself has a jump discontinuity at j s x. Equationj
 .27 will be referred to as the jump equation.
<  . < <  . <Our next aim is to derive upper bounds for G x, j and G x, jj
w xneeded, for example, in 9 . Already in Theorem 7 it was shown that
5  .5 5 y1 5 w x  .G x, ? F A for any x g 0, 1 . Therefore, in virtue of 5 we have0
< < 5 y1 5 w xG x , j F A ; x , j g 0, 1 . 28 .  .
 .  . 1 .If the bilinear form P ?, ? which defines A is coercive on H 0, 1 with0
a coercivity constant m ) 0, then, here and also in the following Lemma 3,
5 y1 5 y1the number A can be estimated above by m . To get a similar
<  . <  . ` .estimate for G x, j is not as easy. First of all, G x, ? g L 0, 1j j
` .  .provided b g L 0, 1 see Corollary 2 . To find an upper bound for1
5  .5G x, ? independent of x, we must overcome the difficulties caused`j
 .mainly by the first terms in c and c see Corollary 4 .1 2
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` .LEMMA 3. If a g L 0, 1 , then for the Green's function G to the2
differential operator L it holds that
x1
< <G x , j dj F c ; x g 0, 1 .  .H j 0x 0
and
1 1
< <G x , j dj F c ; x g 0, 1 , .  .H j 01 y x x
where the constant c is gi¨ en by0
y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5c s 2g 1 q a q a q b q b A . .` ` 10 1 2 1 2
 .  .Proof. Let t g 0, 1 be fixed. We define two functions g t, ? gi
` .L 0, 1 , i s 1, 2, by
g t , j s x j sgn G t , j , j g 0, 1 , .  .  .  .1 0 , t . j
g t , j s x j sgn G t , j , j g 0, 1 , .  .  .  .2  t , 1. j
and consider the two boundary value problems
L y s yg t , ? 9 in 0, 1 , y 0 s 0, y 1 s 0, i s 1, 2. 29 .  .  .  .  .i
 4  . 1 .In virtue of S s 0 each of them has a unique solution y t, ? g H 0, 10 i 0
given by
1
y t , x s G x , j g t , j dj , a.e. x g 0, 1 .  .  .  .Hi j i
0
 .cf. Theorem 6 and Theorem 8 . In particular, we have
t 1
< < < <y t , t s G t , j dj , y t , t s G t , j dj . .  .  .  .H H1 j 2 j
0 t
Now because
x 1
< < < < < < < < w xy x F y9 j dj , y x F y9 j dj , ; x g 0, 1 , .  .  .  .H H
0 x
; y g H 1 0, 1 , .0
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 . ` .and since, due to Corollary 2, it holds that y t, ? 9 g L 0, 1 , we geti
t 1
< < 5 5 < < 5 5G t , j dj F t y t , ? 9 , G t , j dj F 1 y t y t , ? 9 . .  .  .  .  .H ` H `j 1 j 2
0 t
30 .
5  . 5So it remains to verify that y t, ? 9 can be estimated above by the`i
constant c given in the formulation of the lemma. Using again Corollary 20
 .  .and also estimate 14 with a s 0 and b s 1 , we find
y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y t , ? 9 F 2g 1 q a q a q b q b y t , ? . 31 .  .  . .` ` ` 1 0i 1 2 1 2 i
By Riesz' Representation Theorem, for i s 1, 2 there exists a unique
 . 1 . 5  .5element h t, ? g H 0, 1 with h t, ? F 1, such that0i 0 i
1 1g t , j z9 j dj s h t , ? , z ;z g H 0, 1 . .  .  .  . .H i i 00
0
 .  .Since, on the other hand, for the solutions y t, ? to 29 we havei
 . y1  .y t, ? s A h t, ? , it follows thati i
5 5 5 y1 5y t , ? F A for i s 1, 2. 32 .  .0i
 .  .  .Combining 30 , 31 , and 32 , we obtain the wanted estimates.
` . w xTHEOREM 11. If a , b g L 0, 1 , then for any x g 0, 1 it holds that2 1
 . ` .G x, ? g L 0, 1 withj
< < y1 5 5G x , j F 1 q g a c , a.e. j g 0, 1 , .  . .`j 1 0
where the constant c is gi¨ en by0
y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5c s 2g 1 q a q a q b q b A . 33 . .` ` ` 10 1 2 1 2
 .Proof. First we note that by 28
< < 5 y1 5 w xG x , j F A ; x , j g 0, 1 , .
and by Theorem 7
1 y1< < 5 5 5 5 w xG x , j dj F G x , ? F A ; x g 0, 1 . .  .H j j
0
Since for x s 0 and x s 1 there is nothing to be proved, we assume
 .  .x g 0, 1 to be arbitrary but fixed. We consider G x, ? over the subinter-j
 .  .val 0, x ; concerning the other subinterval x, 1 the arguments are com-
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 .pletely the same. Taking advantage of the above estimates, formula 26 in
 .Corollary 4, and Lemma 3 with the constant c given in 33 , we have0
y1 y1< < 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 < <G x , j F g a q b q b A q c , a.e. j g 0, x , .  ..` ` 1j 2 1 2 1
x1
< < < 5 < < 5 <c F a j G x , j q b j G x , j dj .  .  .  . .H1 1 j 1x 0
x1 j
< 5 < < 5 <q a t G x , t q b t G x , t dt dj .  .  .  . .H H 2 j 2x 0 0
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 y1 5F c a q a q b q b A , .` ` ` 10 1 2 1 2
from which we get
y1< < 5 5G x , j F c q g a c a.e. j g 0, x . .  .`j 0 1 0
 .So far for the Green's function G s G x, j we have proved only
properties with respect to the second variable j . In the following theorem
we give a formula for G, which allows us to consider G as a function of x
and to establish some more of its properties. Furthermore, the procedure
of finding this formula may enable us to calculate the Green's function for
specific differential operators L.
Consider the two Cauchy problems
L*y s 0 in 0, 1 , y 0 s 0, a y9 q b y 0 s 1, 34 .  .  .  .  .1 1
and
L*y s 0 in 0, 1 , y 1 s 1, a y9 q b y 1 s 0. 35 .  .  .  .  .1 1
1 .By Theorem 3 each of them has a unique solution in H 0, 1 denoted by
 4y and y , respectively. Since we still assume S s 0 , the homogeneous1 2 0
boundary value problem
L*y s 0 in 0, 1 , y 0 s 0, y 1 s 0, .  .  .
 .has only the trivial solution cf. Subsection 4.1 and therefore, it follows
that
y 1 / 0, y 0 / 0. 36 .  .  .1 2
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 .Let now x g 0, 1 be fixed. Particularly in view of Theorem 9, it makes
 .  .sense to look for a x , b x g R, i s 1, 2, such thati i
2¡
a x q b x y j if 0 F j F x .  .  . . i i i
is1~G x , j s . 2
a x y b x y j if x F j F 1. .  .  . . i i i¢
is1
Like in the classical theory of linear differential equations, the unknowns
 .  .  .a x and b x are uniquely determined by the continuity of G x, ? ati i
 .  .j s x, the jump equation 27 , and the two boundary conditions G x, 0 s
 .   ..G x, 1 s 0 together with 36 . Thus, a straightforward calculation leads
to the following last theorem.
 4 w xTHEOREM 12. Let S s 0 . Then for any x g 0, 1 the Green's function0
 .G s G x, j to the differential operator L is gi¨ en by
¡ y x y j .  .2 1y if 0 F j F x
a W x .  .1~G x , j s .
y x y j .  .1 2y if x F j F 1,¢ a W x .  .1
1 .  .  .where y , y g H 0, 1 are defined by 34 and 35 , respecti¨ ely, and1 2
 .W s W y , y denotes their Wronskian.1 2
 .  . 1 . w xNow it is evident that G ?, j , G ?, j g H 0, 1 for all j g 0, 1 . Usingj
a W 9 x s b x y a x W x , a.e. x g 0, 1 .  .  .  .  .  . .1 2 1
cf. Lemma 1, but note that here y and y are solutions to L*y s 0 and1 2
. 1 .not to L y s 0 , for the derivative of the unique solution y g H 0, 1 to0
 .P the formula
g x .1 1
y9 x s G x , j f j dj q G x , j g j dj q , .  .  .  .  .H Hx j x a x .0 0 1
a.e. x g 0, 1 , .
is readily verified.
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